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After Sherman sees something terrible happen, he becomes anxious and then angry, but when a counselor
helps him discuss these emotions he feels better.
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Such a good, Practical Book for just about Anyone I love that book is vague about what the real problem
is, under no circumstances specifying what awful thing the primary character saw. Personally i think that
this is helpful in order that if something is bothering a kid, that it could help them to take into account
what's bothering them instead of the character in the reserve. Also, the "Parents and Caregivers" section
in the back is insightful and useful.I really like the line: "Sometimes parents help children find out their
emotions. This reserve was a most reliable tool I used many times. the kid was acting out each page and
having a great time until we reached the finish of the book I bought a couple of books as I simply started
working with traumatized children, We used this book yesterday with a seven-year-old, I honestly did not
have any objectives, the child had not been cooperative with her emotions which is expected, so I tried this
book " about the fourth program" and we read it together, the kid was acting away each web page and
having a great time until we reached the end of the publication, where "the terrible thing she saw happen" .
Maple. Occasionally he didn't feel hungry.) Don't assume all child is raised by mom or dad - and it is fine to
see that other adults are described as additional credible options and also 2) Although some parents are
helpful, there are several who are not. I didn't feel safe presenting this to my kids who haven't
experienced the same problems.."20) "And at last, pictures of the terrible matter he found.Because you
can't flip through the book online to see if you want it before buying it, I thought that it might be helpful

to write it out below since it's relatively brief:Page 1) "Sherman Smith found the most terrible thing. He
was very upset. It certainly scared Sherman to find such a terrible point."P 2) "Sherman did not like
feeling so scared. Five Stars Simple and children connect with the encounters of the main character in
therapy. Sherman said he worried a lot about this. Sherman thought that would make him feel much
better."3) "At first the plan seemed to work."9) "Sometimes he felt sad, but he didn't know why.You make
that happen."4) "Sherman played with his close friends. He teased his sister and he walked his pet."5)
"Everything seemed fine for a while. This reserve has been very helpful in showing my children that
recovery may happen and good times are still to arrive."6) "Sherman had to play more, work faster, and sing
louder to be able to forget the terrible thing he found. They performed while they talked." I really like
that line for two reasons 1."8) "Occasionally his abdomen hurt or his mind hurt. Sherman woke up every
morning."10) "Occasionally he was nervous for no reason at all."11) "Occasionally he didn't sleep
perfectly."12) "Sometimes when he did sleep he had very poor dreams. The bad dreams scared Sherman.
This book is a very important tool to use with children who've seen or experienced any tragic event, or
abuse. It seemed like Sherman was angry on a regular basis."14) "Sherman started getting into trouble at
college. The kid does better if they're well rested."15) "Engaging in trouble frequently made Sherman feel
poor.This book was perfect for our needs. He experienced confused. It isn't particular to any trauma- so
that it works well for just about any trauma, including a house fire and bereavement. Sometimes teachers
or other grown-ups help. That is how Sherman fulfilled Ms. Maple."(Pic of Ms Maple appears to be in a school-
counseling space type setting, but it does not specify).17) "Ms. Maple helped Sherman think about his
feelings. She listened while Sherman talked to her."7) "Other activities started taking place to Sherman,
too. Sherman did not feel as confusing when he talked to Ms Maple."18) "Once when Sherman and Ms Maple
had been coloring, she told him to pull a picture of how he felt when he was angry. It's been so useful with
introducing kids to guidance and how it can help with big feelings."19) "From then on, Sherman drew plenty
of pictures. Pictures of the discomfort in his stomach. Images of the bad dreams he had. can be put on a
lot of their life experiences Great tool.or unfortunately could be the major contributor to the child's
problems, so for these children it is important to offer additional options. Great reference! Maple talked

about the photos."24) "Sherman Smith is feeling much better now. So Sherman decided not to take into
account the terrible matter he saw. Mixed feelings So this publication is good for kids who are in foster
care or have had some serious trauma. Maple informed Sherman, “it was not your fault. It’s the piece that
is not included with the book. He is not scared or worried. His stomach does not hurt as much,. And the



mad dreams hardly ever happen. He asked if the awful point he noticed was his fault. He just thought you
would want to know."The illustrations in the reserve are great! It expanded on all the negative ways the
awful matter was affecting the primary character and offered him hope of feeling better through
speaking with a reliable adult who may help him find out his feelings about what he saw. if you're needing to
look into books such as this, I am truly sorry First off, if you're needing to consider books such as this, I
am really sorry."16) "Sherman didn't understand most of his bad feelings. She stayed calm and was hearing
intensely. The descriptions of nightmares, crazy behavior, acting out and engaging in problems and feeling
yucky constantly were appropriate for my child's experience.We especially appreciated the representation of
therapy. It helped my preschool-age kid know what to expect--the talking and playing, and ultimately the
feeling better.Parent(s), therapists or caregivers should be ready to help the child feel secure and safe
while operating through this. Something Bad Happened as well as your Little One Must Understand and Heal
I was a kid therapist.Children place great worth on the printed phrase at this age. Occasionally teachers or
additional grown-ups help. I caused children who had been abused, traumatized, tortured or experienced
privation. What shocked me can be when I completed reading, and I gave her a paper to attract, she
spelled her guts out and explained about what she was repressing. The written text is written in an easy,
comforting style. Ms. Holmes assists the child to feel ok about expressing what offers happened. I will use

it once again and write an revise. This is not a reserve to pickup and examine when there is extra time at
the end of a check out or day.Best wants. Sometimes he felt therefore angry that he did mean items. He
marched directly into his first appointment and told the therapist all about what they were supposed to
perform and how she would help him, and got directly into discussing his 'terrible issue'. Not just through
the reading but through the time it requires to unpack what happened to the child.Assisting the child in
understanding, helping them never to assume blame, and developing a safe place is usually a most important
part of reading this book.”23) "Nothing can change the terrible factor that Sherman saw, but now he does
not feel thus mean. He brushed his tooth and he visited school. You may even need to sort out this with a
therapist. Not before going to bed. That's how Sherman fulfilled Ms. I appreciated the way the terrible
point was never described in any way so my child could imagine it as whatever he needed it to become. They
believe what they go through. This book is very intense regardless of the simple vocabulary. I am not really
saying that this would be the final result expected with every individual, each child differs, but at least I've
something extremely positive to share about one case.Heading at a comfortable pace for each child is
necessary. Strongly suggested book if you are dealing with children with trauma. Counseling Graduate
Students/Play Therapist I am in the process to become a Play Therapist and purchased this reserve for
my collection. The book goes into information regarding the physical outward indications of experiencing
something terrible/trauma (insomnia, stomach discomfort, uncontrollable thoughts, etc) and it talks about
the many emotional parts (anger, sadness, loneliness, etc.), finally it ends with how play therapy works and
the outcomes of therapy. Great illustrations and simple language. I would recommend this book to anyone
who would like to use it with kids or adults with cognitive delay. (Illustrations of the horrible thing he saw
is a couple of dark, grey and reddish colored scribbles in the shape of a cloud)"21) "Sherman and Ms. Such a
great book for kids who've witnessed trauma Such an excellent book for kids who have witnessed trauma!!
The house burned down 5 months back and my mother passed away in the fire- my 5 year older and 7 year
aged have seen more and worry more than any child should. But something within Sherman was needs to
bother him.Sometimes parents help children find out their feelings. Applicable to so many situations I
purchased this for therapy with my preschool-grade 5 kiddos. This seemed like a strange matter to pull, but

Sherman achieved it. I really like that the reserve doesn't ever state what the horrible thing was. Kids
relate to the main personality and even speculate in what the terrible matter might be that occurred to
him. It can help them open up and identify their horrible thing out loud. It's been applicable for a number
of trauma and grief situations. Great book to greatly help with stressful events Loved this book! It could



be used for virtually any situation a child faces that could cause a stressful reaction, such as Child misuse,
violence, criminal works. It was very well written and helps children realize that their emotions are because
of what they witnessed. Good for any difficult situation Just the book we were searching for to speak
about things happening Great trauma resource I am a children’s therapist in a residential facility. I take
advantage of this book a whole lot as it talks about trauma and it’s effects but not a specific type of
trauma; Images of worries he felt."13) "All of these factors made Sherman angry."22) “No,” Ms. It is a
nice tale that discusses BIG problems.. He did not want to remember what happened. perfect message i
use this in therapy periods with kids.
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